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Creating and maintaining a measurement plan for a loyalty program is an important
part of the pre-launch planning activities. The measurement plan should highlight KPI’s
corresponding to highest priority objectives to the program and communicate program
volumetric and activity levels.
By creating a measurement plan prior to launch and keeping it refreshed over time, it
facilitates the ability to understand the incremental revenues, gross profit, and “program
financial benefit” generated by the program.

Integrating Analytics Has a Direct, Positive
Impact
We have worked with multiple clients who had amassed huge volumes of member
data and transactional data. However, they didn’t consolidate the collected data from
divergent sources into one usable marketing data warehouse.
Through completion of a data-inventory and hygiene exercise, brands and retailers can
transform the piles of data on hand into a highly valuable asset that translates into better
customer insights and higher profits.

Have you consolidated the collected data from
divergent sources into one usable marketing data
warehouse?

Personalization is the Key to Successful
Customer Engagement
We mentioned before that loyalty programs in the digital age need to be transparent,
accessible, and brand reinforcing to win the praise of the digitally comfortable customer.
Referring to these customers as Millennials is unfair and limiting.
It is probably true that over 50% of the US population exhibits “Millennial” characteristics
in their shopping habits. Whatever the label given to these consumers, they know their
data is valuable and are eager to challenge even their most favorite brands to deliver an
equitable return on data provided.
Industry pundits have discussed for years the need to use collected data to better
personalize communication and tailor offers to meet individual preferences. The promise
of this data-driven personalization remains largely unfulfilled and is an area of potential
differentiation among competitors in the future. Far from being a “fait acomplis,” there
remains a first move advantage to brands who can smartly use their data to better
connect with customers, change behaviors, and increase satisfaction levels.
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Crawl, Walk, Run
Transformations in loyalty programs cannot happen overnight. I would like to believe
program changes that fall into the “overhaul” category are never decided overnight. The
commitment to data analytics and financial measurement supports strategy evolution
and, from time to time, needed changes become clear.
One of the biggest risks of making any significant program change is communication of
that change to the customer (program member). In today’s digitally fueled world, even
well-thought changes made by Delta Airlines and Starbucks over the past 2 years were
met with horrendous outpourings on social media.
A consistent approach to analytics will lead a natural evolution of strategy and the
changes needed to be made will become clear. Time should always be allocated to plan
communications, public relations responses, and options for unforeseen “disasters.”
Companies should also take steps to ensure they are effectively handling customer
inquiries.

Technologydriven
program
enhancements
have direct
impact on
the customer
experience

Measure and Track your Loyalty Program
There are a variety of technology-based loyalty models in play today in the convenience
and fuel retail industry. Mobile technology and payments centric models seem to be
the two options that offer the greatest potential for the future. That said, the ability to
redeem points, like cash at the point-of-sale, must be included as a technology play
in today’s loyalty space. Each of these technology-driven program enhancements have
direct impact on the customer experience.
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Other industries with more history in customer loyalty (airline, banking, hospitality,
specialty retail) are each seeking ways to be able to apply points for redemption at the
moment of purchase. Continental Airlines allows merchants in Newark airport to redeem
points for “micro rewards.” Also, bank card rewards points are now widely redeemable for
purchases online or in exchange for other currencies.
The mobile platform is clearly the channel with highest usage by consumers today.
Nevertheless, significant segments of the market continue to communicate with brands
via email, social media, and SMS. The mobile platform is important to consider for
program communications, offer delivery, and customer service. However, care must be
taken to create an incentive plan that encourages high app adoption (download), usage
(enrollment), and repeat visits (purchases).
Programs that restrict loyalty program value via the mobile app, such as Cumberland
Farms, need to be sure that sufficient value is offered to keep members engaged. The
same applies to gift card centric programs like Starbucks and Wawa. Both companies
have a strong group of brand fanatics, therefore the model that requires loading of value
on a closed loop gift card works for them. This model may not work for other brands with
a more generic offer and are fighting for competitive market share with high degree of
product and pricing parity.
Technology has the greatest impact in today’s customer loyalty space where it enables
and eases the elements of Transparency, Accessibility, and Brand Reinforcement as noted
above. Electing to implement an individual technology without the right integration
into the overall customer loyalty leaves a risk gap that may impact program success.
When program planning is completed using an established planning methodology with
clearly stated objectives, the use of individual technologies will become clear and the
adoption will be successful.

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Loyalty
Companies can track the effectiveness of their loyalty programs in 6, 12, and 24 months by:

• Practicing the rigor of maintaining the measurement plan
• Sustaining investment in data analytics
• Continually setting and resetting clear and measurable objectives for their
programs

The Future of Loyalty Programs
We believe that a loyalty “revolution” has already started and that the changes seen
in many programs will continue over time. There will be an increasing emphasis on
customer value as a core measure of allocating loyalty program benefits and the use of
customer data will continue to attract investment from brands of all types.
We have seen the airlines shift from basing awards on miles and segments to a valuebased approach. While some frequent flyer members have objected to the changes,
this fundamental shift will continue to be a benchmark for other brands. Starbucks put
similar changes into play in the past year and endured social media criticism to emerge
with a healthier program.
The Plenti coalition program struggled to create a value proposition for members that
encouraged incremental spending. The recently announced withdrawal of AT&T from
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Plenti was likely evidence that the expense of rewarding the base behavior of existing
customers was costly and less than effective in creating acceptable financial returns.
The convenience and petroleum markets are accelerating in the adoption of loyalty
programs and there are many models in play today. Programs range from those that
are points-based and look like traditional loyalty programs (Speedway) to those based
on fuel discounts and lower merchant processing costs (Cumberland Farms). Others are
based on gift card platforms (Wawa) and some are based on visit frequency (Thorntons
and until recently, 7-Eleven). Some programs are mobile centric (7-Eleven, Cumberland
Farms).
Alon incorporates the parts of these many models that best reinforce its brand position
and delivers the results needed based on desired changes in customer behaviors. Unlike
other industries (banking, hotel, airline), there is no unified approach to delivering on
customer loyalty in fuel and convenience, giving Alon the advantage and flexibility to
create the best approach to meets its objectives.
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About Bill Hanifin
Bill has invested nearly 20 years designing, managing & evaluating customer loyalty and data-driven marketing programs on behalf of
leading organizations around the world. His unique background forms the DNA of Hanifin Loyalty, a division of Impact 21, with expertise
at the intersection of loyalty marketing, payment systems, and marketing technology.
Bill has successfully executed customer strategies throughout North America & Latin American markets as well as in the EU and Asia
Pacific regions. A summary client list includes brands in every customer facing vertical market; Aeroplan, American Express, ArcLight
Cinemas, Badgeville, Bright Horizons Family Solutions, Caribbean Airlines, Emerson Ecologics, ExxonMobil, FIS Global, JM Family &
Associates, La Quinta Hotels, MasterCard, Phillips 66, Scotiabank, and Visa.
Bill is a co-founder of the Customer Strategy Network, an international consortium of customer loyalty and CRM professionals. This group
owns the TheWiseMarketer.com, publishes LoyaltyTruth.com, and operates the Loyalty Academy, an educational program for business
people seeking a professional certification in Loyalty Marketing.

About Impact 21
Impact 21 is a global consulting, analytics, and services company, focused on end-to-end business and technology services and solutions
for the petroleum/convenience, retailing, refining, and foodservice industries. We guide our clients toward solutions that drive success
and achieve differentiation in the markets they serve.
By offering a proven business model for integration of business and technology strategies, as well as a world class collaboration, project,
and content management solution, we position companies to drive profitability and enhance their customer’s experience.
Our experienced team of industry experts bring real-world solutions to manage and execute initiatives of all sizes and impact. We have a
passion for driving business alignment for our clients and bringing thought leadership to all the industries and clients we serve.

Why Impact 21?
We have been working with the majority of our clients since our inception and have seen them through many large initiatives and
changes. We asked why they chose to work with us in the first place and why they continue to bring us back. Top replies include:
• We are highly experienced as business leaders, retailers, and consultants.
• We are passionate about their business and our own.
• We leverage our vast proprietary research, best practices and learning on all projects.
• We bring thought leadership and benchmarking through our relationships with industry-leading companies and association
advocacy.
• We can accelerate their initiatives and ensure alignment through our highly disciplined Collaboration & Project Management Process.
• We are knowledgeable of enabling technologies yet solution and Platform neutral – we consider all options without bias.
• We have long-term relationships with Clients – we are laser focused on results and grow with our clients.
• “What you see is who you get” – Our partners and leadership team are engaged as sponsors and project managers. Everyone is
hands-on and work as an extension of our client teams.
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